
 
Long Trail Mag Electric Bass Guitar                                          
 
 
The single-cutaway US-made 4- or 5-string Long Trail Mag (for magnetic pickup) electric bass guitar is a 
new chambered solid-body instrument by DeMars Guitars.  This exciting bass has been specially 
designed for the performing musician using a time-honored string-thru-body design that directs the 
strings’ forces downward onto the bridge saddle.  The US-made Hipshot hardtail bridge provides both 
excellent sustain and precise intonation.  A ribcage contour in the rear of the Long Trail Mag body 
provides playing comfort.  The Long Trail’s signature bass clef soundhole remains on the Mag. 
 
The Long Trail Mag features a single passive magnetic pickup by Bartolini, Basslines of EMG (dealer or 
customer choice).  The master volume and master tone work harmoniously to deliver a myriad of tonal 
choices.  The Long Trail Mag is also available with optional Ghost piezo bridge saddles from GraphTech 
and onboard Acousti-Phonic preamp to deliver stunning acoustic timbres as well.   
 
This remarkable bass sports a traditional and comfortable 34” scale length on the 4-string and a 35” for 
the 5-string.  The black oxide hex-drive neck bolts are introduced into threaded brass neck inserts 
epoxied into the neck heel, not screwed into bare wood as commonly seen on most bolt-on instruments.  
The neck is 3-piece rock maple with a traditional “C” profile and an integrated deco-inspired open 
headstock that sports Hipshot UltraLite bass tuners.  The rosewood fingerboard is fretted with medium-
tall nickel-silver frets by Jim Dunlop; small MOP dot inlays accent both the front and side of the 
fingerboard.  The fretless bass fingerboard is ebony with side dot markers.  The Long Trail Mag  Guitar 
comes equipped with D’Addario EXP Coated Nickel Roundwounds (fretted) and Chromes flatwounds 
(fretless); all strings gauged 0.045 – 0.100; 0.132).   

 
 
SPECIFICATIONS (subject to change); 5-string specs in parentheses where appropriate 
 

Length: 43.8” (45.5”)            Width:  14”      Thickness: 2”                     Weight: 5.8 lb (6.3lb) 

 
Scale length: 34” (35”)             Nut width: 1.75” (1.81”)                 Nut material: TUSQ              

  
Tuners:  Hipshot Ultralite compact bass tuners; gold finish standard, 2+2 (3+2)         Truss rod:  Adjustable 2-way 

 

Pickups: Single passive magnetic pickup: choice of Bartolini, Basslines or EMG; optional Ghost piezo bridge saddles 
by GraphTech w/ Acoustic-Phonic preamp; master volume & tone. Output: mono ¼” (stereo w/ piezo bridge) 

   
Materials:   Body: basswood painted opaque black                    Neck: 3-piece rock maple w/ gunstock oil finish 

Fingerboard: 21-fret rosewood or fretless ebony; 10” radius (16” for 5-string)        

Tops:  AAAAA flame maple (translucent finishes); alder (opaque finishes) 

Edge binding:  Cream or black; contrasting b/w/b purfling inset within edge binding 

Finishes:  Translucent over flame maple:  amber, bahama, crimson, emerald, moonrock, natural, tradburst, violet 
    Opaque:  dijon, glacier, onyx, pink 
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• 4-string  (34” scale)   
 5-string  (35” scale) 
 

• fingerboard choices 
- fretted maple or rosewood 

  - fretless ebony 
 

• all-US made 
 

• optional GraphTech 
piezo saddles and 
onboard preamp 

 

• signature bass clef 
soundhole (patented) 

 

• Hipshot UltraLite tuners 
 

• unique open headstock 
 


